Validity of sensor data is a challenge in system monitoring due to stochastic nature of failure occurrence. The quantity and location of sensors affect the system health information, while sensor malfunction causes misleading results about the system condition. Occurred economic losses are irrecoverable expenses in respect to the monitoring system as well as the system failure. In this study, a dual index approach is proposed for the determination of sensor placement scenarios based on two criteria: (1) uncertainty of sensor information and (2) risk of sensor failure. With about variation of environmental factors conditions (e.g. temperature) and their failure threshold characterization, system failure model is developed and analyzed by a proposed efficient Monte Carlo simulation. Statistical variance of sensor information about estimating of system state as the quantitative uncertainty measure of choice in this research is estimated according to the information value that each possible sensor placement scenario provides through sensor information. In the next phase, risk index is determined based on sensor malfunction and corresponding quantifiable losses through both failure costs and maintenance expenditure. All feasible combinations of sensor failures are considered in the risk model. Finally, a combinatorial criterion is determined through information entropy calculation, which considers both indexes proposed above simultaneously. Sensor placement scenarios are comparatively prioritized based on this criterion. Accordingly, the technical directions are provided for suitability of the criteria for prioritizing sensor arrangement in various systems with different reliability-based characteristics. As a case study, determination of sensor placement is demonstrated on a typical steam turbine. According to the low variation of both information uncertainty and risk indexes, it is concluded that the combinatorial index is the proper criterion for sensor placement determination in health monitoring process of the steam turbine.
Introduction
Monitoring process requires sensor network for health state prognostics of complex systems. Location, type and number of sensors are important metrics determining sensor network cost competitiveness, functionality and effectiveness. Hence, determination of sensor placement is important for the monitoring system. Main characteristics of such a determination problem are categorized to immediate failure detection and distinction, uncertainty of sensor data and sensor reliability. Available methods for determination of sensors locations are classified into three classes: (1) determination based on Fisher information matrix, (2) cost-based determination considering failure detection and diagnosis as the constraints and (3) stochastic-based determination. In the first class, Fisher information matrix Department of Mechanical Engineering, Sahand University of Technology, Tabriz, Iran represents the variance of outcomes or expected values of the observed data. 1 In this method, the finite element model of the structure is developed to determine information matrix for different nodes. By employing a determination method, the node with a maximum determinant is selected from Fisher information matrix for sensor placement. 2, 3 In the second class, a cost function is minimized for system operation considering constraints of fault detection and fault diagnosis. 4, 5 In the stochastic-based approach (third class), placement of sensors is prioritized based on reliability of sensor data. Different from Categories 1 and 2, the determination problem is considered nondeterministic by utilization of a stochastic approach. Fisher information matrix is applied for sensor placement determination in structural health monitoring (SHM) process. Cost-based determination is also applied for sensor placement determination in model-based fault diagnosis process. These approaches were applied for geometrical-based determination of sensors locations in condition monitoring process, not applicable for component-based approach. The stochastic-based sensor placement determination is the only component-based approach which was applied in condition monitoring process in the literature. [6] [7] [8] The main concern in proposed researches is about uncertainty of system health information.
Bhushan et al. 9, 10 presented a formulation to perform sensor reallocation of an existing sensor network to ensure efficient fault diagnosis. The model maximizes the reliability of the system while the economic cost is minimal. This approach was demonstrated for selection of optimal physical locations of sensors in industrial processes. Guratzsch and Mahadevan 11 developed a methodology for the optimum layout design of sensor arrays in SHM systems under uncertainty. The proposed methodology achieves this objective by combining probabilistic finite element analysis, structural damage detection algorithms and reliabilitybased determination. In all available methodologies, only geometrical positions were determined for sensors; however, component-based locations are not considered. Assaf and Dugan 12 developed a process to optimize diagnostic decision trees (DDTs) generated for large systems. This method considers the monitors or sensors as an abstract layer on top of a systems fault tree model. Jackson and Mosleh 6 presented a Bayesian approach for generating inference from multiple overlapping higher level system data sets on component reliability parameters. Considering overlapping data from different sensors in a system, determination of sensor placement is studied as a case study in this research according to less information uncertainty. Jackson and Modarres 7 prepared a review of how overlapping sensor data are analyzed in a Bayesian framework. Accordingly, a sensor placement determination process is proposed for maximizing the information. Prior information about states of components is used in this methodology to develop evidence sets, applied to compute posterior failure probability distributions of proposed components. Information utility is derived from these posterior distributions, and an expected information utility is then attributed to sensor placement. Pourali and Mosleh 8 utilized a Bayesian belief network (BBN)-based sensor placement determination methodology. Functional topology of the system, physical models of sensor information and Bayesian inference techniques have been used for the determination in the approach along with the constraints.
There is limited research on reliability and failure effect of sensors on overall system health, while degradation and failure of sensors are frequently reported in the industry. On the other hand, system failure and their monitoring cost should be considered in sensor placement determination process. Longhi et al. 13 developed a model to optimize strategies for testing of lowdemand safety instrumented systems (SISs). These instruments do not operate continuously and their failures are only detected when the system is inspected. Applying genetic algorithm and fault tree model, the optimal testing strategy was determined to decrease the risk of failure on demand during its execution and to prevent operation interruption by avoiding out unnecessary tests. Duan et al. 14 suggested an approach for identifying the optimal location of sensors based on the expected cost specifications. In their proposed approach, minimal expected diagnosis cost is considered as the objective function for the sensor optimization with a fixed number of sensors. The economic consequences for system failures due to sensor failure are neglected.
In this research, a sensor placement determination approach is developed to prioritize different placement scenarios. The main motivation of this research is to compare the determination results based on risk index with the results through information uncertainty index (UI) utilization. First, information UI is developed based on deviation of sensor information in estimation of system state. Then, a risk-based criterion is defined in dealing with sensor failure occurrence as well as the loss consequences of operation and maintenance in determination of system sensor placement arrangement for both false alarm and missed alarm of sensors. The risk index is developed based on occurrence probability of failure-causes due to system failure model. Instead of utilizing the failure-causes separately, proposed indexes are determined based on feasible occurrence combinations of failure-causes as system state vectors (SVs). Accordingly, simultaneous occurrence of failurecauses is considered as the unique feature of the proposed criteria. Other important objective of this research is evaluation of mutual effect of both information uncertainty and risk of sensor failure in prioritizing places of sensors. Shannon entropy theory is applied to determine a weighted combinatorial index based on both specified criteria. Finally, effectiveness of each criterion is studied in systems with different reliability-based characteristics (e.g. mean time to failure (MTTF) of components). Quantity of the sensors in health monitoring process is system dependent. Accordingly, the design is finalized based on the maximum allowed number of sensors and their locations. Considering all above, the prioritized locations of sensors are determined for preset number of sensors based on combinatorial index in this research. The article is structured as following with the steps discussed in the flowchart in Figure 1 : in Section ''Uncertainty of sensor information,'' information UI is determined. In this section, failure-causes of the system are determined through developing of the system failure model. Accordingly, SVs are determined based on different occurrence combinations of failure-causes. Potential places of sensors are also identified in this section. Then, sensor placement scenarios are ranked based on obtained UI. In Section ''Sensor failure,'' sensor failure and corresponding mechanisms are studied for the dominant failure modes of the system. Occurrence probabilities are estimated for sensor missed alarm and false alarm in this section. In Section ''Risk assessment of sensor failure,'' risk model is developed for sensor failure. Reliability of sensors and magnitude of losses are obtained due to both sensor failure types. In Section ''Requirements for risk-based determination of sensor placement,'' sensor placement scenarios are ranked based on the proposed risk index. In Section ''Case study: a steam turbine,'' a case study is discussed on sensor placement determination of a steam turbine.
The results are discussed with the concluding remarks provided in Section ''Discussion and conclusion.''
Sensor placement determination process
As it was clarified in the literatures, [6] [7] [8] 11 the process of sensor placement determination problem is specified as selection of more efficient sensor placement scenario applying a decision-making (DM) process. DM process is categorized into (1) multiple objective decisionmaking (MODM) and (2) multiple attribute decisionmaking (MADM). 15 MODM is applied for the optimization process of unlimited alternatives in primary design phase. But MADM is applied for selecting the optimal choice between limited alternatives. MODM is known as the standard optimization process with an objective function and corresponding constraints, while MADM is developed based on a decision matrix as follows: 
Uncertainty of sensor information
Considering sensor data collected in different states of system's components, information of system health is usually obtained in the process of condition monitoring. The information inevitably contains different sources of uncertainties justifying the probabilistic expression of sensor information. Considering this fact, the most efficient sensor network is determined as the configuration with minimum sensor information uncertainty. The following steps are developed to quantify the uncertainty of sensor information for different configurations of sensor placement in health monitoring process. Effects of sensor failure and related losses are ignored on system health evaluation at this stage. It will be addressed in the following section.
Step 1
In this step, the system components and their failurecauses are identified. This is achieved by utilization of system failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA). The failure model of the system is developed through fault tree analysis (FTA) to configure the logical relation of system components and related failure-causes.
Step 2
In this step, all combinations of failure-causes are developed to form the SVs. 16, 17 The ith SV is written as equation (1)
where n represents the quantity of failure-causes in the system model, a i illustrates a binary variable equal to 1 if the ith failure-cause was occurred and equal to 0 in opposite direction. SV of overall system is determined in equation (2) as
where m is the total possible permutations of failurecauses. Hence, m = 2 n SVs are determined for the overall system. As an example, SVs of a system with three failure-causes are determined in Table 1 . SV 1 represents occurrence of all failure-causes, whereas SV8 represents a state in which none of failure-causes were occurred.
Occurrence probability is calculated for each SV through equation (3) as
where P j represents the occurrence probability of jth failure-cause. As described in the flowchart in Figure 2 , effective variables, such as temperature, humidity and vibration, are determined on each failure-cause after identifying failure-causes of the system like overheating, severe humidity, aging following with failure thresholds and probability distribution determination for proposed variables. The failure is occurred when the variable exceeds specified preset threshold. According to proposed assumption, degradation process on system variable was neglected in this study. Monte Carlo simulation, as shown in Figure 2 , is utilized for estimation of occurrence probability for each failure-cause. A SV is then generated in each step of proposed simulation based on the occurrence of failure-causes. Eventually, each SV occurrence quantity is proportioned by total number of iteration to estimate occurrence probability of proposed SV.
Step 3
In the third step, placements of sensors are configured along with a data collection. Proposed methodology is effective where sensors are expensive to install with various technical and non-technical constraints limiting their usage. Considering all technical constraints, potential feasible places of sensors are selected as initial locations to determine sensor placement scenarios in the determination algorithm. In this methodology, potential places of sensors are determined due to sensor placement index (SPI), 16 specified to reflect both effect of each component failure on the system failure and monitoring cost. SPI is defined for each system component by equation (4) as
Using Birnbaum measure, 18 the reliability importance of each component is determined by equation (5) 
By ranking system components (based on SPI), important components are selected. These components are considered as candidates of potential places for sensors. According to the sensor quantity which is specified based on cost and placement constraints, number of potential places will be determined. The determination problem will be meaningful if the number of potential places is more than sensor quantities.
Considering both available sensor quantities and their potential places, the placement scenarios are developed. If there are p quantity of sensors and q potential places (p \ q), then the number of scenarios C(p, q) is calculated through equation (6) as
Step 4 According to the pervious step about SVs, information vectors (IVs) are determined for sensors in this step. Each IV contains binary arrays; equal to 1 if the related sensor is activated and equal to 0 otherwise. Considering p sensors for each scenario, there are 2p IVs. As an example, the IVs are shown for a scenario with three sensors in Table 2 . Occurrence probability of SVs is estimated for each IV. It is required to identify the SVs activating the specific IV. Then, by summation of probabilities of proposed SVs, the occurrence probability of sth IV is calculated as equation (7) Pr (IV(r)) =
Step 5 Considering the probability of each IV, the updated occurrence probability is estimated for each failure-cause using Monte Carlo simulation algorithm. In this approach, an interval with lower and upper bounds of ''0'' and ''1'' is divided based on probability of IVs. Length of each interval is equal to the probability of related IV, as shown in Figure 3 . In each step of simulation, a random number is sampled from a uniform distribution. If the random number falls in one of the proposed intervals, it indicates the occurrence of corresponding IV. By occurrence of the specific IV, associated SVs are chosen. Finally, the probability of each failure-cause is estimated in each step by equation (8) . If IV(r) is activated, then
where C represents the failure-causes vector containing n failure-causes. s also illustrates the quantity of IVs. Algorithm of this approach is described in Figure 4 .
Step 6
In the final step, information utility function is determined. The information utility function quantifies the state of knowledge of unknown parameters. 6 Information as the inverse of uncertainty is characterized on the magnitude of the variance of parameters. It is considered the most efficient when the smallest possible variance is achieved. In this research, probabilities of failure-causes occurrence are estimated through Monte Carlo simulation based on generating of IV as discussed in Step 5. Accordingly, a probability is assigned for each failure-cause occurrence in any iteration of the simulation process. By the definition of information uncertainty, variance of each failure-cause probability is determined in Monte Carlo simulation code developed in this research. It is clear that more dispersion on failure-causes occurrence probability results in less accuracy of system health condition estimation. Therefore, the information UI is determined as the summation of inverse variance of all failure-causes probabilities as equation (9) 
Sensor failure
Sensor faults occur due to various reasons, such as aging, wear, manufacturing inefficiencies, incorrect calibration or mishandling and environmental conditions. 19, 20 In addition, sensor failure is potentially categorized into two types: (1) missed alarm and (2) false alarm. The former is occurred when the sensor does not alarm in case of fault occurrence and the latter is happened when sensor alarms while the operation state is normal. Proposed phenomena are correlated with statistical type I and type II errors. If the null hypothesis is assumed as the occurrence of failure, then decision table will be developed as Table 3 .
Considering sensor missed alarm in condition monitoring process, probability of component functional failure (CFF) is calculated through equation (10) Pr
where Pr(CF) illustrates the failure probability of the component and Pr(MA) shows the occurrence probability of corresponding sensor missed alarm. It shows that the functional failure depends on both component and related sensor failures. If there are several sensors in the system, affected by the proposed component failure, probability of system functional failure (SFF) is calculated under condition monitoring process as equation (11)
where d sl is a binary variable, the value is 1 if the failure of lth component causes the sth sensor to alarm and considered zero if it does not activate at all. In this case, sensor failure is simulated in complex systems with different sensors. Sensor false alarm has no effect on the SFF because no fault has been occurred in the system. However, there are additional costs for unnecessary possible operation interruption, inspections and repairs, increasing the total cost. On the other hand, in case of the sensor missed alarm situation, economic consequences are not negligible for system failure and related maintenance costs. Taking into account all these factors, it is concluded that risk of the system due to sensor failure is a proper criterion for selecting of efficient sensor network because it covers both sensor failure and related consequences simultaneously. In the following section, risk assessment is described for the system for both sensors missed alarm and false alarm.
Risk assessment of sensor failure
To assess the risk in case of sensor placement determination problem, the likelihood of different events and also related losses are considered for both missed alarm and false alarm cases.
In the missed alarm condition, instead of taking into account the risk of each failure-cause separately, all failure-causes are combined together through utilization of SVs. It means that occurrence probability of each SV is replaced for the failure probability of each component in equation (11) . The failure probabilities of sensors, affected by proposed SV, are estimated by equation (11) . The modified probability of SFF is calculated for system due to missed alarm of sensor through equation (12) Pr (SFF) =
where d is is a binary variable, assumed 1 if the occurrence of ith SV affects the sth sensor and zero otherwise. Missed alarm condition causes substantial losses in the system. System failure cost is the main consequence of sensor failure, apportioned in maintenance program design. Cost of monitoring system is an addition in preventive maintenance process. This cost is determinant in sensor placement determination problem since it varies based on the quantity and type of sensors. Severity factor is a proper index for reflecting the consequence of failure-cause occurrence obtained from FMEA. Accordingly, severity vector (SEV) is determined using FMEA table. Finally, risk of the sensor missed alarm is determined as equation (13) 
According to equation (13) , failure probabilities are multiplied for activated sensors by occurrence probability of ith SV. The result is then multiplied by the amount of effective severity, calculated through multiplying ith SEV and SV. As an example, if there are three failure-causes in each SV, both SEV and SV are 3 3 1 matrices. Therefore, multiplying SEV by transpose of SV in each step, a quantity is obtained which reflects the consequences of proposed SV. In the false alarm condition, only SVs are applied which do not actuate all sensors. The reason is that if all sensors were actuated, there is not any sensor to make false alarm. Probability of false alarm occurrence is calculated through equation (14) as
where d 0 is is a binary variable, assumed 1 if the failure of ith SV does not affect the sth sensor and zero otherwise. By augmenting the expert judgments by available experimental data, it is observed that probability of sensor false alarm is less than probability of sensor missed alarm in most cases.
False alarm condition results in economic losses due to unnecessary actions only and does not include any losses due to system failure. Thus, the main losses are inspection costs (C insp ) and unnecessary repair costs (C rep ). Finally, risk of the sensor false alarm is determined as equation (15) Figure 4 . Algorithm of calculating failure-cause probability through IV and SV. Information vector  IV1  IV2  IV3  IV4  IV5  IV6  IV7  IV8   Sensor 1  1  1  1  0  1  0  0  0  Sensor 2  1  1  0  1  0  1  0  0  Sensor 3  1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0 Eventually, considering both missed alarm and false alarm of sensors, risk of sensor failure is developed as equation (16) 
According to equation (16), risk of sensor failure is affected by sensor quantity, sensor location, sensor reliability, occurrence probability of system failurecauses and failure costs. It means that almost all variables related to sensor network and system health condition affect the risk index. Unlike the risk index, other indexes, such as sensor information uncertainty, only cover some aspects of system health state, such as occurrence of failure-causes and activation of corresponding sensors, without any attention to sensor reliability and related failure costs. Eventually, the risk index is a comprehensive criterion for the evaluation of sensor network effectiveness in condition monitoring process.
Requirements for risk-based determination of sensor placement
As discussed, optimum quantity of sensors and also efficient sensor placement scenario are important indexes in designing condition monitoring process. The risk criterion demonstrates that if the proper locations are not specified for sensors, increasing the number of sensors will not necessarily improve the monitoring process effectiveness. If additional sensors are mounted in designated locations, there will be extra cost due to sensor installation and updating monitoring system while the probability of SFF will not change significantly. Similarly, the probability of sensor false alarm is increased in this situation.
Considering all above, quantity of sensors is assumed to be pre-determined in this research. The most efficient locations are selected for them based on risk criterion. First, potential places are designated for sensors based on geometrical limitations or cost considerations. Due to specified number of sensors, the risk of sensor failure is calculated for each placement scenario. As an example, considering three potential places and only two sensors allowed to be mounted, there will be three placement scenarios for the system. Scenarios are illustrated in Table 4 .
Then, risk index is estimated in respect to the occurrence of system SVs, failure of related sensors and losses through inability in detecting system faults or wrong diagnosis according to sensor false alarm. Eventually, proposed scenarios are prioritized based on the value of risk index.
Determining a comprehensive index through Shannon entropy theory
Finding the appropriate weight for each factor is the main point of a DM process. Shannon entropy method as an approach for determining weights of attributes in a DM process is developed based on the uncertainty of information. 21 Considering a sample MADM problem for m cases and n criteria, Table 5 is developed.
Since each criterion reflects different aspects of cases, finding the appropriate weight for each criterion is the main point in MADM. 15 One of the objective weighting measures which has been proposed by researchers is the Shannon entropy concept. 15 Considering this fact, two main effective criteria (information uncertainty and risk of sensor failure) are applied and placement scenarios are prioritized based on them. Then, efficient placement scenario is selected based on a weighted factor which is determined applying Shannon entropy theory. Weight of each criterion in proposed theory is determined through equation (17)
where dev j is calculated through equation (18) Finally, by maximum entropy deviation, DM factor is developed using equation (19) 
According to the results for DM, the efficient case will be selected. In the proposed approach, scenarios are considered as ''cases'' and both information uncertainty and risk indexes are supposed to be as criteria. Then, according to Shannon entropy theory, a weight factor is determined for each index. Finally, all scenarios are prioritized through obtained DM.
Effective criterion determination approach
After illustrating information uncertainty and risk indexes, a question arises that which index can be applied as the most effective criterion in sensor placement determination process. To answer this question, reliability of system components and sensors is considered as the main variable in different mechanical systems. Accordingly, as illustrated in Table 6 , three reliability levels are determined based on MTTF of components. Proposed thresholds were determined by authors to clarify the effect of components and sensors with different reliability characteristics. MTTF of sensors and system components can fall in all levels.
MTTF of sensors and system components can fall in all levels. According to this fact, nine feasible conditions are determined for the reliability of system components and sensors. Proposed conditions are shown in Table 7 .
One way to diagnose the effectiveness of a criterion is to calculate the ratio of maximum to minimum measures. It means that the proposed index will be much more efficient if the quantities of the criterion change significantly for different scenarios. Hence, the ratio of maximum UI to minimum UI between all scenarios is considered as UI ratio (UIR) and the ratio of maximum risk index to minimum risk index between all scenarios is considered as RI ratio (RIR). Both proposed ratios are calculated for all of the conditions, and finally, the efficient criterion is determined.
Case study: a steam turbine
Steam turbine belongs to a category of machines called turbo-machines converting thermal energy of steam into mechanical energy. Steam turbines are expected as high-reliable machines operating continuously for long specified period. The main components of a typical steam turbine are diaphragms, rotor blades, bearings, rotor, seals and casing. There are different types of monitoring available for steam turbine, including steam quality, flow rate, vibration, lubricant/bearing conditions, rotor speed/load or power, auxiliary system operation and noise levels sensors. 22 Both information uncertainty-based and riskbased sensor placement determination results are studied in this application. First, failure-causes of system components are identified. FMEA of the steam turbine is developed and results are presented in Table 8 . 23 Comparing the risk priority number (RPN) of different failure-causes in FMEA table, it is identified that diaphragms and rotor blades are high-risk components in the steam turbine. Therefore, their health monitoring has a higher priority. A simplified fault tree model is developed as Figure 5 to clarify failure model of the steam turbine for these two components.
Steam temperature, relative humidity percent, percent of debris, vibration amplitude and crack size are selected as effective variables for simulating steam turbine failure. Due to limited information about proposed variables, expert judgment is augmented with the available data for better estimations of their probability density functions. Results are represented in Table 9 . Operational and environmental conditions of the steam turbine variables were studied and related data about steam temperature, steam humidity, debris percent, vibration amplitude and crack size were estimated through both expert judgment and literature (Gunnarsson 23 ). Accurate results are achieved through collecting more precise information about system state.
In this study, potential places are selected for the placement of sensors based on SPI, 16 expert judgment, geometrical limitations and cost considerations. Occurrence probabilities and monitoring costs for all failure modes are presented in Table 10 . It is noted that the values of proposed probabilities and costs are estimated through expert judgments and information in the literature. 23 According to the results of Table 10 , all failurecauses are prioritized through proposed index. According to the determination, two sensors are mounted on the system to monitor steam temperature and rotor blade vibration. In addition, performances of diaphragm and turbine are monitored by other independent sensors. Potential places of sensors are indicated in Figure 6 . Types of sensors are selected based on their potential places in Figure 6 . Typical failure rate of each sensor is obtained using a generic database. 24 With limitations on sensors failure data, the constant failure rates are assumed of sensors in this study. 25, 26 Failure probabilities are calculated for sensors for life time of 4000 h with the results presented in Table 11 .
According to reported failure database in Denson et al., 24 it is not specified there that which failure type (missed alarm or false alarm) is published. To correctly account for this issue, the probability of sensor false alarm is determined as 25% of database reported sensor missed alarm probability. 20 Results are shown in Table 12 . Determination of sensor placement is applicable in the case where quantity of the sensors is less than the potential places. Based on four potential locations for sensor locations in this study, it is assumed here that only three sensors are allowed to use in the given process. All possible scenarios are shown in Table 13 .
According to equation (5), probabilities of SVs are calculated. Results are shown in Table 14 .
For each sensor placement scenario, probabilities are estimated for system IVs using system SVs through equation (7) . According to the arrangement of sensors in the system, some IVs do not occur. For example, in the first scenario, if sensor #2 or sensor #3 is excited, sensor #1 will also excite due to failure model of the system. Therefore, occurrence of some IVs ([0 1 Table 15 .
Due to the algorithm in Figure 4 , occurrence probabilities are calculated for all failure-causes. By applying equation (9), information UI is calculated for each scenario. Finally, the most efficient scenario is selected as the one with higher value of the proposed UI. Results are shown in Table 16 . Table 16 shows the third scenario with the highest value for the UI, considered as the most efficient placement scenario. The fourth scenario is the worst scenario due to the absence of sensor #1. In fourth scenario, occurrence of ''crack formation'' is not detected with the results reflected in Table 16 .
Risk of sensor failure as the other criterion for sensor placement determination is calculated for each scenario according to equation (16) . First, occurrence probabilities are estimated for SVs. It has been achieved in Table 14 . In the next step, affected sensors are identified for each SV. As an example, affected sensors are shown for all SVs in the first scenario in Table 17 .
As shown in Figure 5 , occurrence of vibration and at least one of either steam overheat, steam humidity or penetration of debris result in all sensor activation in the first scenario. SVs actuate all three sensors in the first row of Table 17 where the other scenarios actuate only one or two sensors. Using SVs and failure probabilities of related sensors, probability of SFF is calculated for each sensor placement scenario.
As discussed before, it is required here to extract SVs which do not actuate all sensors in order to calculate the probability of sensor false alarm. SVs and related sensors, which may alarm incorrectly in the first scenario, are represented in Table 18 .
Using probabilities of SVs and also false alarm probability of related sensors, probability of sensor false alarm is calculated for each sensor placement scenario. Finally, risk of sensor failure is calculated in the system using both sensor failure probability and related monetary losses. SEV is determined as [3 2 4 5 5] according to Table 18 . Cost types are also estimated through reported data from the reference due to sensor false alarm, 27 as shown in Table 19 .
Applying severity indexes and also normalized costs from Table 19 , the risk index is calculated for sensor failure by equation (16) for all scenarios. Results are illustrated in Table 20 .
According to Table 20 , Scenario 3 has the highest amount of risk index, whereas Scenario 4 has the least amount. Comparing with the results of information UI, rank of scenarios is vice versa. Scenario 3 is in the first place due to information uncertainty, whereas risk of sensor failure is the highest for this scenario. It shows that the information uncertainty criterion and risk index are independent for sensor failure in selection of efficient placement scenario. Another important merit of proposed results is referred to the low variation of both information uncertainty and risk indexes. In other words, it is difficult to apply the more efficient index for selecting efficient placement of sensors in the steam turbine due to closeness of magnitudes in all scenarios. According to discussion in Section ''Discussion and conclusion,'' one way to make decision about efficiency of criteria is to calculate UIR and RIR for all feasible conditions. Hence, failure model of the steam turbine is applied and mean time to occurrence of failure-causes Figure 6 . Potential places of sensors demonstrated in the fault tree. Table 21 . According to Table 21 , it is concluded that if components be in moderate reliable level, UI will be the more efficient index. But if there is a significant difference between reliabilities of sensors and components (as Condition 3), risk index will be the effective index. UIR and RIR are close to each other in the remaining conditions. Hence, determining a combinatorial index is the best decision in such conditions.
According to the MTTFs of components and sensors in the steam turbine which are close to each other, it is concluded that the combinatorial index is more effective than considering each of proposed indexes separately. Therefore, in the next step, applying Shannon entropy theory, both criteria are considered simultaneously to diagnose the most efficient sensor placement scenario of the steam turbine.
The most efficient placement scenario is selected through higher information UI and lower risk index. However, in Shannon entropy theory, both criteria must have the same trend. Accordingly, the inverse of risk index is applied instead of risk index. Results are shown in Table 22 .
Considering equations (17)- (19) , index of deviation (dev) is calculated and weight factor is also obtained for both criteria. Results are represented in Table 23 .
Finally, DM is calculated and shown in Table 24 for all scenarios based on obtained weight factors.
According to Table 24 , it is concluded that the rank of scenarios is completely different based on DM factor. The first scenario is the most efficient placement scenario according to the DM-based determination which is in the second place through UI-based determination and is in the third place due to RI-based determination. It verifies that the most efficient criterion must be diagnosed at first and then the DM process applied for sensor placement determination. Ranks of remaining scenarios are illustrated in Table 24 .
Discussion and conclusion
In this research, reliabilities of sensors are studied as well as considering the uncertainty of sensor information to select the efficient places for sensors. Sensors are added to the failure model of the system as the system's components. Malfunction of sensors is categorized in missed alarm and false alarm types. Occurrence probability is estimated for proposed malfunctions and included in the system's failure model. Economical loss consequences are obtained due to failure of sensors, and accordingly, risk index is determined based on occurrence uncertainty, sensor reliability and related losses. Eventually, placement scenarios are ranked and the most efficient scenario is selected.
The main achievement of this research is evaluation of mutual effect of both information uncertainty and risk of sensor failure in selecting efficient places of sensors. It is concluded that the information uncertainty and risk index can be independent in some cases. Therefore, the ranking of placement scenarios based on them is completely different. It means that ignoring each of the proposed criteria causes to select improper location for sensors. Accordingly, UIR and RIR are determined for all feasible reliability-based conditions Occurrence probability 1e28 0.0011 0.1511 0.0187 0.0011 0.0185 2.23e24 3.6e25 3e26 2.5e25 0.0035 1.88e24 0.0035 2.4e25 4.45e24 2e25 6e26 1e28 5e26 1e28 1e26 1e28 3e26 9.2e25 8e26 1e28 1e28 1e28 1e28 1e28 1e28 0.8016 of components and sensors to diagnose the more efficient criterion. If the quantities of the criterion change significantly for different scenarios, the proposed index will be much more efficient. If the proposed quantities are close to each other, then a combinatorial index will be determined applying Shannon entropy theory. Considering a steam turbine as a case study, the effect of both indexes is studied separately. According to the low variation of both information uncertainty and risk indexes, DM factor is calculated through simultaneous consideration of the both indexes due to Shannon entropy theory. Finally, it is concluded that the DM-based ranking of scenarios is completely different and ignoring each of the proposed criteria causes to select improper location for sensors.
Accordingly, sensor placement determination process is categorized as three classes of problems. First, situation is occurred when the system components are in moderate level of reliability (4000 \ MTTF \ 10,000 h). In this case, magnitude of UIR is much greater than RIR and because of that information UI is the more effective criterion for sensor placement determination process. Second, situation is encountered when the reliability level of sensors is extremely different from reliability level of system components. In this case, the magnitude of RIR is much greater than UIR. Therefore, the risk index is the better criterion in such conditions. Third, situation is encountered when reliability level of sensors and components is close to each other. In this case, magnitude of both RIR and UIR is low which shows that applying each of them separately misleads the process of sensor placement determination. Hence, a combinatorial index is developed through weighting each criterion. Then, scenarios are prioritized through the weighted index. Finally, it should be considered that the specific situation is selected based on information about system components and sensors. The research assumed failure independency between the sensor and its corresponding component. This research will continue on its next phase to evaluate the effect of this assumption on the results. The research will also estimate the effect of environmental conditions on sensor degradation and update the algorithm of sensor placement determination.
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